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NATIONAL ADVISORY COMAIITT'EE FOR AERONAUTICS 

TECHNICAL NOTE NO. 745 . 

TESTS OF A GUST-ALLEVIATING FLAP IN THE GUST TUBNEL 

By Philip Donely and C. C. Shufflebarger 

Tests were made in the B.A.C,A. qust tunnel to. deter- 
mine the effectiveness.of a long-geriod dynamicaiiy-dver- 
balanced flap in reducing airplane accelerations due to 
atmospheric gusts. For two qust Shapes, one gust velocity, 
one forward velocity, and one wing loading, a series of 
flights mas made with the flap locked and wa6 then repeat- 
ed with the flap free to operate. The record6 obtained 
mere evaluated by routine methods. 

The results'indicate that the flap reduced the maximum 
acceleration increment 39 percent for a s.evere gust with a 
repre'sentative sust gradient distance of 8 ch'ord length6 
and-that, for an extreme gust shape (a sharp-edge gu$t>, 
the reduction was only 3 percent, The results-also indi- 
cate that the flap tended to reduce the loqgitudfnal sta- 
bility of the airplane.. Computation6 made of the effec; 
tiveness and the action'of the flap were in'good a?ree*ent 
*with the experimental results. -. L.. . 

-. 
INTRODUCTION 

From time to time, various method6 of reducing the 
acceleration due to gusts encountered by an airplane in -- 
flight. have been suqqested. Amonq these method6 are spfing- 
mounting the fuselage tc the wings and the use of automatic 
flaps controlled by the motion of the afr or the air-olane. 
Although interest has been shown in these.suggeetions for 
improving the riding comfort of airplanes, the effectiieness 
of such devices is difficult to compute and to Znvest3gate 
experimentally.. -- - 

The N.A,.C.A. gust tunnel now offer6 a convenient means 
of investi<ating gust-alleviating devices under known con- 
ditions. The Dresent investi,gation ma6 undertaken to de- 
termine the effectiveness of a'long-period dynamically 
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overbalanced flap in reducing the n'ormal accelerations due 
to known gust6, 

Tests were made in the N.A.C.A. gust tunnel during 
the spring of 1938 on an arbitrary airplane model for two 
gust shapes. 

APPARATUS 

The gust tunnel and the auxiliary equipment have been 
described in reference I. The gust shapes used during the 
investigation are shown in figure 1. 

The airplane model (fig. 2) was equipped with a rec- 
tangular'wing. The general dimensions and characteristics 
oft-he model are given In table I. The characteristics o.f 
an airplan-e 13.4 times as large have been included in table 
I for purposes of comparison. 

The airplane model was conventional in all respects 
except that it was equipped with a dynamically overbalanced 
flap. Figure 3- shows the details of the flap mechanism. 
The f-lap was attached to the wing by mean6 of-12 pivot and 
socket be&ring6 to keep the friction a minimum. At-- each 
hinge (fig. 3), an arm 1.2 inches long, which supported a 
O.-27-ounce weight at its extremity, was attached to the 
flap. The overbalance caused in this manner was counter- 
acted by a coiled spring at each hinge. S&l1 ddsks (fig. 
3) were used to provide damping, which could be varied by 
inserting oil of suitable viscosity between the disks. 

1 

I 

The effective period of the flap could- not be sxperi.- 
mentally determined owing to the nature of- the mechanism. 
An approximate calculation, however, indicated an effec- 
tive period of 1.25 seconds, which is quite large when 
compared with the normal value for the time from Irero to 
maximum acceleration increment (3,c)3 to 0.14 second). The 
relativ-e lengths of the times ind.icate that the ma6s at- 
tached to the 1.2-inch arm would tend to maintain a fixed 
path in space when the model was vertically displaced. 
The flap displacement would therefore be a direct function 
of th-e vertical-displacement fncrem-ent of the airplane mod- 
el for moderate flap displacements and for the periods of 
tim-e coneidered here. 

- 
As all computations were based on a rigid wing, the &.n$ ._. _ 

was made as rigid a6 possible. In order to obtain a measure .d 
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of the wing rigi.dity, the static-wing deflection curve and 
the natural period mere experimentally determined, The 
wing-deflection curve for a load.factor of 1.16 (fig. 4) 
was obtained far-.+ uniform span loadin'i,. The natural wing 
period, determined with the model elast\cally supported, 
is included in t&ble 1. 

In addition to the regular apparatus and instruments 
used in all tests at-the %ust tunnel (reference 11, a high- 
speed mction-picture camera was used to record the flap 
motion during part .of two flfqhts.. The,pictures were 
taken at abcut 2,000 frames per second-and covered about 2 
to 3 feet of the traverse of the gust tunnelby the model. - r 

TESTS 

The test prdcedure consisted in-flying the model over 
the gust tunnel under identical conditions except for the 
flap, which was either locked or free,.. The .tests mere made 
for two gust gradient distances of one and eight chord 
lengths, one form&rd velocity, one gust velocity, and one 
value of 3vir.g loading. The velocities and the wing load- 
ing are included in table I; the Gust qhapes are shown in 
figure 1. Five flights were made for each condition to ob- 
tain mean values, of, the acceleration increment. 

In addition to the main series of tests,'a few flights 
mer'e made to'obtaiq',high;speed motion gictures of tke flap 
motion during sart of the traverse of a $ust with a gradi- 
ent distance of eight chord lengths. 

RESULTS . . .:. . 

The records,odtained during the tests were .evaluated 
to g$ve histories of events durin$ entry into and trav- 
erse of the.gust. Sample histories of uncorrcc$ed results 
for ,repeat fliqhts for each test condition.are shown in 
fisures 5 and 6. 

The maximum acceieratfon increments for allruns were 
corrected to the nominal values of forward velocity and - 
gust velocity given in table I. The resulting values are 
shown in ficgure 7 for the flap-locked and the flap-free 
conditions as a function of the gust gradient distance. 
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The flap effectiveness, defined as the.perccntage re- 
duction in maximum acceleration increment due to the flap, 
was computed for each gradient distance from the data of 
figures 7(a) and 7(b) and 5s shown in figure. 8, 

The high-speed motion pictures of the flap motion-were 
evaluated to obtain the flap displacement as.8 function of 
the distance penetrated into the gust. The results are 
given in figure 9, 

PRECISION 

The measured quantities are estimated to be accurate 
within the following limits for any run: 

Acc.eleratfon increment - - - - &O.lg 

Forward velocfty _ _ _ - - - - - Al.0 foot per second 

Gust velocity - - - - - - - - - fO.l foot per second 

Pitch-displacement increment Y - fO,2' 

vertical-displacement increment -*O-01 foot 

Flap displacement Y - - - - -.- *2' 

An approximate calculation based on the natural period 
(table I) and th- o wing-deflection curve of figure 4 indt- 
cates an error in acceleration inarement-due to wing flox- 
i,bility of not more than 2.5 percent, This error is felt 
to be well within the acouracy of the 0th.er measurements 
and 1~111 therefore be neglected. 

DISCUSSION 

As previously mentioned, the flap mechanism was so de- 
signed that the flap displacement, 6, was a direct func- 
tion of the vertical-displacement increment of the model 
for moderate flap displacements. As a result of this meth- 
od of operation, the flap should be relatively ineffective 
for sharp .gusts but-its effectiveness should tend to in- 
crease as the gradient distance increases. Inspection of 
figure 8 substantiates thfs reasoning, the results indf- 
catinq a flap-effectiveness of only 3 percent for a sharp- 

. 

1 
.: 
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edqe rust as compared with about 38 to 40 percent for a 
gust with a gradient distance ok efe;ht chord len$tEs. -Iti 
the practical application of this mechanism, the small 
reduction in acceleration in a sharp-edse <ust can be is- 
nored because the sharp-edge gust represents an extreme 
gust shape that is indicated by unpublished-data to be 
seldom encountered in-flight. 

Attempts to calculate the effectiveness of the flap 
mechanism by use of the unsteady lift functions given in 
reference 2 for a flapped wing indicated that the theoret- 
ical flap constant (rate of change o-f effective an$le of 
attack with flap displacement), developed for a sealed 
flap, would give unsatisfactory results. The flap used 
in this investisation was unsealed, and the data on flapFed 
winss %iveo in reference 3 indicate that the flap con- 
stant is a function of the flap displacement. Fie;ure 10 
gives the variation of the.flap constant k with flap 
displacement for a lo-percent-chord flap such as used on 
the present model. In view of this result, the computa- 
tions tvere repeated with the varying flap constant of fi<- 
ure 10. 

The analysis was made with the follomincS assumptions: 

1. The acceleration fncrement is a linear function 
of the distaqce penetrated into a linear gradient ~usf. 

2. The flap displacement varies directly with the 
vertical-displacement increment of the model: that is, 
the mass attacked to the flap maintains a fixed path in 
space when the model 1s displaced. 

3. The pitch of the airplane model is. neglie;ible to 
peak acceleration. 

--._ 
4. Whether the flap is free or locked, the maximum 

acceleration increment mill occur at the same distance 
from the start of the <ust (equations (3) and (4) of raf- 
erence 4). 

The equation for An, the maximum acceleration in- 
crement, fs: 
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Sl 
s1 : 9) g ds. 

where 

An 

k, 

0 
81 

dCL Sq K, -- 
2-T v v f 

CL, (91 .- sj An(s) ds 
, 

0 

Sl 
dCL sq --- -- 
da N ?e CL, (51 - s) -d-g--- d(k6) ds 

cl 

is acceleration'increment at point of maximum -gust 
velocity for a linear gradient gust. 

sior,e of.minq-lift- curve per radian. 

wine; area. 

dynamic pressure. 

airplane weiqht. 

forward velocity (assumed constant). 

Gust velocity at any point. 

distance airplane has penetrated fnto ~st, chord 
lengths. 

gradient distance, chord lengths. 

unsteady-lift function for an airfoil penetrating 
a sharp-edqe gust. 

unsteady-lift function for a sudden chanqe of an- 
qle of attack, CL, = 1 - -- 4 & (derived from 

equation (la), reference 5). 

flap displacement. 

flap constant (fig. 10). For the purpose of this 
analysis, k = 0.0617 S -a/a . 

. 

-. 
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Inspection of equation (1) discloses that the accel- 
eration increment is made up of three comBonents: that 
due to the' action of the.cgust, that due to the vertical-- 
velocity of the airplane, and that due to the motion of 

the flap. The first term can be written .as dCL hub J-- 

dCL 
-zz WV 81 

for the gradient gust cr as -- - ScLUl q 
dac WV ' 

for a sharp-edge 

rust, where U1 is the gust velocity at s1 and where A 
ana Ilo are the functions of sl given in reference 4. 
This term represents the acceleration of the airslane when 
the la< in lift is taken into account but tke vertical mo- 
tion of the airplane -is neglected! __Fcr conve_n_ience,.pt 
will be designated An,.' The last two terms depend on x&e 
final value of the acceleration and are not so easily obv 
tained. 

Since the acceleration increment is assumed to-be a -- 
linear function of time or of s, the second term of equa-. 
tion (1) can be reduced to Sl 

- 
-- % SqC An Sl -- - da mva s,- 1 2 - _--L 'sds 

4 -I- 2(s, - , s) 
1 

0 

= Ra(An> for a particular value of sI. 

.This equation indicates that the comp0nen.t due.to the ver- 
tical motion of the ai.rplane is :a function. of -tha impressed 
acceleration and the gradient distance st. I 

The third term of equation (1) contains no direct, ex- 
pression for An but is dependent on bn, since 6 is a 
function of the double integral of the acceleration j.ncre- 

'ment. When 6 is computed from the vertical displacement 
*. of the model, it is found.that . . 

so that 

and 
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113 
When Kis d(H) is substituted for -ds Fn th-e 

third t'erm of equation (l), the followin expression is ob- 
tained: 

plfl 
../ 

L 2 -2 
+ 2(s, --. - SI) 

1 de 

or the third component is K,(An) 
l/3 

for a particular value 
of s1* 

Bhen the expressions obtained for the three term6 of 
equation (1) are introduced into the oricinal equation, 
the solution for a Particular value of sL is obtained by 
a procees of iteration, as: 

An1 =-An, - K, (An,> - II, (Ano)1'3 

Ann = An, - K, [An(n-I)]- K7 [h(n-lJj 1'3 

The iteration process converges quit-e rapidly and is easy 
to carry out if the last two terms are ?lotted.as func- 
tions of An for different values of sl. 

In the Fresent case, the computation was made for 
several values of the qust; gradient--distance and for sev- 
eral 4ust velocities, The resultfng curves, given in 
figures 8 and 11, indicate that the flaF effectivsnees 
increases as the gradient distance increase6 and as the 
gust velocity dscreases. The exgerfmental values from the 
gust-tunnel tests, shown in figure 8, indicate excellent 
aqreement between calculation and experiment. 
therefore, 

It appears, 
that the flap would be more effective in snooth- 

fng out the small bumps t'b;zn the lar4e ones. The computed 
flap displacements have been included in figure 9. The 
result6 indicate excellent agreement with the experimental 
data in spite of the assumption that the sine of the ane;le 
was equal to the anqle. The excellent aqrcement, however, 
may be due to compensating errors in the assumptions used 
in the developmenti of-the equations. c 

The eff-ect of the fla? on the loncitudinal stability 
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of the airplane is adverse, as would be expected, in that 
it reduces the Fitch of the airplane in the gust. This 
reduction is shown by the pitch-increment curvesof fi4nres 
5 and 6. A comparison of the curves for the free flap and 
the locked flap shows a marked decrease in the negative 
pitch. This decrease is.particularly noticeable when fi<- 
ures 5(a) and 5(b) nre.oompared. . 

It misht be well to point..out that a device which ' 
tends to maintain the wing lift at a constant value will 
also'tend to reduce the maneuverability of the airplane. 
Any acceleration imposed on the airplane to change its . 
fli(ght path will be modified by the'influcnce of the flap 
unless _arovision is made for the pilot to-override the 
fl.?p action when us&n% the controls, - . 

- 

. CONCLUSIONS 

For the-airplane model tested, the results indicate 
that the flap reduced the maximum acceleration ihcrement 
39 percent for a severe gust with a representative qust 
Sradient distance of eii;ht chord lengths and, for an ex- 
treme gust shase (a sharp-edge sust), the reduction was 
only 3 percent. The results also fndfcated that the flap 
tended to reduce the longitudinal stability of the airplane. 
Computations made of the effectiveness and the action of 
the flay were in sood asreement with the experimental re- 
suits. . 

Lane;ley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

L,angleg Field, Vs., December 8, 1939,. 
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TABLE I 

sharacteristics of Airplane Model 

Wei$ht, lb. 1.62 

Wing area, sq. ft. 1.65 

Wing loading, lb. per sq. ft. 3.98 

Span, ft. 3.09 

Mean geometric chord, ft. 0.535 

Center of gravity, Fercent M.A.C. 25 

Fundamental wing Period, sec. 0.0294 

Moment of inertia, mksy , slug-ft.2 O.QO786 

Gust velocity, f.p.s. 6.9 

Forward velocity, f.p.s. 63.5 

Span of flap, percent wing span 100 

Chord of flap, percent wing,chord 10 

Model 
Hypothetical 
- airplane 

3910 

297 

13.2 

41.4 

7 1.2 

25 

0.1076 

3420 

25.2 

232 

100 
. . . .:- . - 

10 
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Figure 1.- Velocity Distribution through jet. 
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lIygure 8.0 Airplane model.. 
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Hor'Lzontal distance from leaiing eke of gat 
tunnel,chorA lengths. 

(a) Flap locke2. 
Figurg 5a bxl-5b.- Histories of events in & sharp-edge gust 
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Horizon+ distance from leading edge of gust 
tunnel,chord lengths. 

(b) Flap free. 
Figure 5,- Conclude-l. 
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2 
Horizontal Distance from leading edge of 
gust tunnel,chord lengths, 

(a) Plap locked: 
Figure 6a and t,- Histories of events in an 8-chord-length gust. 
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Horizontal .diLctaxe from leading e-lee of 
gust tunne1,chor.A lengt'ns. 

(3) Flap free. 
!?ignre 6,- Concluded. 
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0 2 
(a> ilap locked 

6 8 

0 2 4 6 8 
Gradient 4istaihc~,ciurI lengths 

(b) Flap free 
Figure 7.- Variation of acceleration increment with 

gradient Zistaxa. 
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Figwe 8.- Variation of flap effectivmesa with dietance to peek acceleration. 
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Figure 9.- Variation of flap displacement with distance penetrated into nn ELchord-length gust. 
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Fig.10 
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Figure lO.- Variation of flap constant with flap Iisplacement. 
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Gust velocity, Ul , f.p.s. 
Figure Il..- Variation of flap effectiveneee with guet velocity for an &chor?-length gut. 


